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“The south side of town along State Highway 50 is a key area of “The south side of town along State Highway 50 is a key area of 
opportunity the groups determined as it has a lot of potential to opportunity the groups determined as it has a lot of potential to 
become gateway and commercial corridor for the City of Delta.”become gateway and commercial corridor for the City of Delta.”

future growth
When contemplating future growth, the following 
list of values were ranked from highest to lowest 

importance, with the top items as the most 
important values to consider.

With $100 budget using “Delta Dollars”, the graph below 
shows how and where workshop participants would 

invest city resources.

PLANNING-IN-A-BOX
Results are inResults are in!

Many thanks to all 50 citizens who shared their 
thoughts on how they envision Delta growing 

and investing in the future.
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Delta’s Economy...$16

Public Safety...$15

Downtown 
Delta...$14

Community Appearance...$12

Golf Course...$1
Housing Diversity...$4
Parks & Recreation...$6

Balanced Growth...$7

Capital Improvements...$25

delta unleashedMay 2021

Opportunity areas
Delta citizens were asked to circle whether they 
agreed (yes/no) with the four opportunity areas 
depicted on the Future Growth Scenario Map.

Each group showed strong support for small scale 
commercial businesses within neighborhoods to 
provide better access to goods and services, stating 
that “YES!” these need to happen. One group also 
suggested a new commercial node on the west side 
along Highway 50. Each node aspires to create a 
vibrant economic hub for local neighborhoods. 
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YES
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Highway 92 Corridor
Target regional commercial

Downtown Delta
Revitalize Downtown Delta

Gunnison River Front/Cottonwood Park Area
Incorporate parks and open space into new 
neighborhoods along the Gunnison River Corridor

NO

NO

Highway 50 Bend
Growth area that transitions to preservation and 
recreational opportunities along the Gunnison 
River Corridor

Highest Priority


